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 00:00

Hey, everyone, welcome to another episode of legendary leaders. Let's go ahead and
jump right into it. I read an article, okay, you know this I love to read, again, you go back
to the top 10 reasons why we as female business leaders don't make the revenue that we
should our businesses, you know, the very last one was developing yourself, right? And
reading and really learning different ways to think and approach your business. And so
naturally, I am going to be reading, I can't tell you to go do it and develop the business
that you want to create if I'm not doing the same thing. So that said,

 00:38

one of the things that I like to do

 00:40

is not only do I like to read, you know, all the different things that are at my fingertips, but
I like to think about what some of those articles or books or

 00:49

podcasts or
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 00:50

webinars, whatever it is that I've participated in.

 00:53

I like to think about what they've shared.

 00:56

And I want to bring those those shared summaries to you I think it's important. Number
one, it saves you from having to go read the same article, you're that much faster, you can
go tackle something else, right and have the leg up, which is the entire point of why I exist
as a coach is to give you the leg up. But I also want to put my perspective on it because I
really want you to be thinking about some of these nuggets in a little bit of a different
way.

 01:21

Okay.

 01:23

All right. So that said, I've said all of that to build up to this point, Peter, I think his last
name is bucas. He in a team wrote in HBr, Harvard Business Review article, they wrote
recently about the seven strategies to follow about whenever you're going through a
reorg. Now, I have a lot of friends who are either experiencing a reorganization in the
company that they work for, or they are executing a reorganization or a downsizing in the
company that they own and Sugar not surprised by that, because COVID has been tough
on a lot

 02:03

of businesses.

 02:04

You know, it's been super tough. No surprise. And for those of us in business, okay, and I'm
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not gonna say us anymore, because we're not necessarily some of these folks. But for for
those individuals in business who have not been able to figure out how to overcome the
hurdles of COVID, either because they just, they haven't, or they simply have significant
barriers that are truly preventing them from overcoming what's holding, you know,
holding them back what's standing in their way. And there's no judgment on that, right.
There's no judgment ever in this podcast, okay. There's no judgment and legend leaders.
But if you truly had tried to take your business to the next level, and the impacts of COVID
simply are not allowing that to happen. You've done everything that you can. And so
when that happens, you have to have a way to move your business forward. And what I'm
talking about here today Specifically are the businesses that are in the mature or the
evolution phase. Okay, the startups. We shouldn't have a whole lot of expenses right now,
the growth companies, we shouldn't have a whole lot of expenses

 03:11

right now. Okay.

 03:14

We're making revenue in both of those situations. And we're figuring out how to reinvest it.
But we haven't reinvested it. We have really low expenses. Both of those business phases
typically have super low expenses. So it's whenever you get into the mature and the
evolution phases, that you have super specialized workforces like like teams,

 03:37

and you have

 03:39

multiple layers of leadership, you have all of these different things happening in your
organization. And so naturally, there's a huge amount of expense primarily and most likely
due to headcount. Right? Whenever you get to the mature phase, definitely your largest
expenses, your payroll. I would say that for the bulk of businesses, there are a few that it's
not like that. Okay, but payroll is super expensive. And so naturally, companies that are in
this phase are going to start looking at some of those expenses. And inherently, they're
going to start looking at the largest expense that they have. So the key here, though, is
that if you do this wrong, if you go through a reorganization and you do it incorrectly,
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right, you, you cut the wrong pieces, or you cut too deeply or you don't go deep enough,
or, you know, you do all of these things that are like a blanket statement across your
entire organization, for example, you could actually end up hurting the growth
mechanisms of your business. And we all can understand what that is, okay. There is a
primary section of your business that truly funds your business and it ultimately, it was
what you started out with when you started as a startup. You think about it in simplest
terms, now you've expanded all the different arms and you've created all these different
revenue lines, and you have all these offers and products that you have out there, and
that's fine. Okay? If that's where you are, that's fine. But at the end of the day, you
probably started with a product. And you figured out who your customer was, and you
figured out how to talk to them, you figured out how to get your product in front of them.
And you got it out there and you sold it to anything that prevents you from doing that. As
you go through this reward, you're going to damage the growth of your business. And right
now more than ever, what you're trying to do is trim away the excess, so that you can still
fund the overall machine that's propelling your business forward and be able to continue
to reinvest the dollars into that machine so that you can stay afloat, and that's the point.
And so the reason why we're going to go through these additional episodes is there are
seven strategies. Okay. Then we're going to walk through so there's gonna be a total of
eight episodes. We're gonna go through each One of the strategies because if we don't
get these right, we could actually damage our business in these two higher level phases.
Fair enough. Awesome. Okay, so that said, This episode is simply to introduce what we're
going to walk through and why we're doing it. And really who it applies to.

 06:20

Now, if you're not a mature business, or you're not in the evolution

 06:23

phase of a business yet, that's okay. I would still encourage you to listen to it. Because
some of these pieces are going to resonate some of these pieces you're going to listen to
and think, Oh, I would never have thought of that. That is great to know such that if I ever
get in this situation, now I understand some of the key strategies I need to use in order to
make the best decisions.

 06:45

Okay, perfect. Well, I will connect
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 06:48

with you tomorrow. Please come back and listen to the next episode. It's going to be
Reason number one that we're gonna jump into. I will talk to you tomorrow go and be
legendary.
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